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He is well-known for his prowess as a public speaker. prowess means...........
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1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She intends to make teaching her profession. profession means .........  

occupation validity criterion reputation

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The term ………............ refers to "an orderly arrangement of positions".

criterion constituency hierarchy seclusion

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Since he coordinates the activities of others, he is a(n)  ……….

indicator supervisor failure worker

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Leadership qualities have perplexed administrative theorists. The word perplexed means

…............

represented estimated investigated puzzled

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They have to assess the impact of his speech on people. The term assess means …..

evaluate arise evoke involve

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The secretary was …….....… by the manager to answer the telephone and reply e-mails.

assigned designed aligned resigned

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They have commitment to the firm, therefore, they have to do their responsibilities. responsibility

means...............

lack staff duty issue

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Organizational communication binds the members of the organization to one another. binds

means...............

predicts records links motivates

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The term …………refers to "separation of politics from administration". 

agenda dichotomy analogy legitimacy

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When something is "satisfactory in quantity and quality" it is adequate. adequate means...........

financial beneficial sufficient legal

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Politics can serve as a positive resource to enhance administrative decision making and results.

The word enhance means …… 

improve determine refuse argue

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Researchers in public administration are constantly ……….......… by their colleagues. 

created applied existed challenged

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

……....….. of the book recognizes the need to address the question. 

Director Author Forester Behavior

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The plan was good, but it was badly carried out. carried out  means ..........…. 

executed rejected needed selected

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In some situations measurement of content validity is not possible or easy. Check the synonym of

the underlined word. 

political feasible interpersonal particular

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Spelling out the qualities of a leader is a ……….............. and problematic mission.

natural peaceful perilous loyal

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Function of the chairman is to lead and control meeting. Function means.............
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18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Temperature was a variable in the experiment. variable means............
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19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The second set of pressure is to make one's work applicable to the real world. applicable

means..............
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20-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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